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About This Game

Saira is a puzzle platformer with non-linear gameplay and a whole universe for you to explore. The game is heavily influenced
by classic puzzle adventure games and uses a new unique graphical style combining high resolution photography into a lush and

mysterious world.
The eponymous Saira is a photographer who specializes in digitally capturing dangerous places and animals across the universe.
For reasons unknown, she finds herself as the only remaining person in the entire galaxy. Saira has no weapons, she will use only

her mind and agility to progress through seven star systems and over 60 well-crafted puzzles. Over two hours of originally-
scored music will help her maintain focus and unlock one of six vastly unique endings.

Over 60 well-crafted puzzels.

A universe full of surprising creatures and locations for you to explore.

11 layers of high definition parallax scrolling and a two hour soundtrack gives the universe of Saira it's unique
atmosphere.

Non-linear gameplay

Multiple endings
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If you ever played a Niklas "Nifflas" Nygren game, like say, Knytt Stories, then this si more of the same, only prettier and even
more "zen", so to speak. If you enjoyed his previous works, odds are, you'll enjoy this too.
Pity however, that it's so short. But it's a short and beautiful journey.. it's very fun. if you love solving puzzles, you must try it..
Knytt, but floatier, and with better puzzles. All right, then.. Saira: Remind me to replay this game. I heard it was good

A completely awesome, challenging, long-ish game. The controls are easy and responsive, the puzzles and the few time trials are
fun, challenging, but completely possible if you put some effort into them, and for me, you just have to keep dieing and
restarting, but never give up. Love the simple art-style, love the story, for how simple it may be, and even open ended. I cant
wait till this has new scenes to continue the story, with new planets, puzzles, and challenges. Nice graphics and relaxing music,
minigames are quite good,

You cannot change the key bindings and are stuck using the arrow keys.
Screen resolution is bad on full screen (black borders).
Very easy to lose interest in this game as it is aimed for a more younger audience.

. Saira reminds me of pc games I used to play when I was a kid and I think that's part of the intended charm of it. Almost like
Gumby meets Another World/Out of This World but with a kind of Samus Aran grace to her movements. Great game with
some serious puzzles that have you jumping from planet to planet as you tie all the pieces together.. Was a promising title, but
far too short. The full game only includes 'episode 1,' and the developer doesn't plan to finish the story. The level/campaign
editor is incredibly difficult to learn and the developer offers no guides or help, so custom content is nonexistant.
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A Metroidvania type of game. Beautifully done and cheap too!. i recommend getting this game before it becomes paid again
its a pure work of art with challenging puzzles and a REALLY cool story
this game has a huge explorable universe so playtime is really worth it

10/10. This game is pretty great. Wonderful platforming (especially with a gamepad, configuration software required), and
some really devilish puzzles. The atmosphere is beautiful, with colorful backgrounds and spacey ambient sound and music.
Developed by the creator of Knytt Stories.. Go grab this now; it's free and small, so you don't have any reason not to, but in case
you need more reasons, it's got some pretty darn interesting puzzles, a good story, and really fluid controls (at least until you get
to any menus).. groovy game its a sidescroller buy it. Dude, it's pretty neat.. Soundtrack:
> 5 min = Awesome as ♥♥♥♥!
< 5 min = Annoying as ♥♥♥♥.

Gameplay:

- Boring puzzles
- Walking
- More boring puzzles
- More walking
- Using your spaceship (Also boring)

Conclussion:
Thank you Humble Bundle for showing me what eternity feels like (Y)
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